Strategic Initiatives 2016-2017 – A Summary
w Strategy #1 – Evangelism: Integrate a master plan of training and practice of
evangelism into the culture of LCC
We want a delight in, and understanding of, the Gospel to permeate the body of LCC so that
evangelism is both a deliberate and natural outcome of everyone’s life in Christ.
Core Values in Implementation:
- We believe evangelism is not driven by guilt, but both rests in the sovereignty of God and faithfully
labors to advance the kingdom.
- People need “how to” help for effective conversations within relationships.
- We want our community to be a competent witness where they live, work and play.
- “Vocation as mission” needs to be seen as normal and is highly valued.

w Strategy #2 - Teaching: Provide clear and succinct foundational/essential
doctrinal teaching across all ages
We want there to be a simple core curriculum that is established and functioning across all the
areas of our teaching ministry that makes sure the essential foundations of Christian doctrine
are placed into the hearts and minds of everyone that attends LCC.
Core Values in Implementation:
- Make doctrine a non-dirty word
- Make theology accessible to all ages, levels of maturity, and religious background/baggage
- Care given to theological data not being our Savior or the “silver bullet” of success, but a desire of
every child of God to know their God better and deeper
- To understand Biblical truth and work out how it applies to life in Christ and life in the world

w Strategy #3 – Leadership Development: Establish a healthy pattern and plan for
leadership development that is both scalable as we grow, and intentional for the
future of healthy leadership
We want to invest in the future of LCC so that the ministry never lacks Spirit-filled, Biblically
literate servants to carry the Gospel ministry forward for decades to come.
Core Values in Implementation:
- We want people to see their role in the future of LCC’s ministry
- People knowing how to keep growing and that it matters beyond them
- Not just about building leaders … but about Bodylife!
- It should be accessible, doable, and not meeting heavy.

w Strategy #4 – Community: Grow intimacy and acceptance within the Body
through a richer small group ministry that has both a clear path to involvement and
seamless Gospel vocabulary
We want to establish small groups as a core to the spiritual progress of individuals and the
health of the body through the consistent application of the Gospel … and we want it to all
make sense both in the short term and in the long-term relationships that get established.
Core Values in Implementation:
- We want a body free of ungodly gossip and arrogant judgement
- Easy to get involved and know what’s the next step to being part of the community
- We want joy in life together … taking spiritual growth seriously but not ourselves too seriously
- For everyone to have a shared vocabulary of Biblical spiritual transformation
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